NEW JMS COURSE OFFERING - SPRING 2018

JMS 527
SPATIAL JOURNALISM

JMS 527 Advanced Topics in Journalism | Section 21946 | Mondays 4-6:40 p.m.

Spatial Journalism is an emergent kind of journalism that incorporates space, place and/or location into the process and practice of journalism.

The course will help you to:
Learn the latest in mobile, social, digital and location-based technologies to tell important stories in the community.
Create locative media experiences for the public
Apply spatial journalism concepts and critical thinking skills to news gathering and reporting methods
Identify and apply the spatial journalism framework and relevant theories in research and practical media applications

Prereq: JMS 300 with a grade of C (2.0) or better OR Graduate Standing in the School of JMS.

More details contact Prof. Schmitz Weiss at aschmitz@mail.sdsu.edu